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Team

Partners

Adwoa Botchey (M Arch 01)
Aadil Nagdawala (M Arch 01)
Daryl Law (M Arch 01)
Henry Mole (M Arch 01)
Irina Munteanu (M Arch 01)
Maria Tavares Duarte (M Arch 01)

ownHaus - Steven Lock ownHaus is a global
digitised real estate community providing
HTT\SJIHTܪSFSHJIHTQQJHYN[JQN[NSLKZSIJI
through the ownHaus token. Enabled using

Ceri Mellor (BA 01)
Han Hoang Kieu Phan (BA 01)
Natasha Nedelcu (BA 01)
Ioana-Mara Sendroiu (BA 02)
Kwok Sum Li (BA 02)
Lamees Hussain Ali Abdul Redha (BA 02)
Sara Tranescu (BA 02)

block chain technology and an immutable
KTZSIFYNTSXYWZHYZWJYMJ^FNRYTUWT[NIJ
FKKTWIFGQJQNVZNIXJQKTWLFSNXJIMTZXNSLNS
FX^XYJR\MJWJYMJNSYJWJXYXTKZXJWXFSI
NS[JXYTWXFWJKZQQ^FQNLSJI+TZSIJW8YJ[JS
Lock is an award-winning Director/Producer &
Creative Consultant.
Project 3 Architects - Rob Evans & Lisa Kinch
Project 3 Architects are an RIBA Chartered
UWFHYNHJGFXJINS&QYWNSHMFRYMJ^HWJFYJ
IJXNLSHJSYWNHGJXUTPJHTSYJRUTWFW^
FWHMNYJHYZWJFSI\TWPTSUWTOJHYXWFSLNSLKWTR
housing to education.
7TGKTZSIJI5WTOJHY&WHMNYJHYXNSFSI
has tutored a several architecture schools in the
North West.
Lisa is a senior architect at Project 3 and a parttime associate lecturer on the MArch course at
YMJ2FSHMJXYJW8HMTTQTK&WHMNYJHYZWJ\NYMYMJ
.SKWF8UFHJ&YJQNJW

Agenda
ownHAUS
'ZNQINSLZUTSYMJT\S-FZXWJFQJXYFYJRTIJQFSIYMJNWFKKTWIFGQJWJXNQNJSY
QN[NSLRFSNKJXYTTZWLWTZUNXHTRRNYYJIYT\TWPNSLYTLJYMJWYT\FWIX
FSNSYJWXJHYNTSFQIJXNLSHTSHJUYYTGJSJܪYKZYZWJQN[NSLHTRRZSNYNJX
9MNXQN[JUWTOJHY\NQQXYZI^YMJT\S-FZXYTPJSKZSINSLRTIJQYTJSFGQJ
INXNSYJWRJINFYNTSTKYMJJ]NXYNSLWJFQJXYFYJX^XYJRFSIYTHWJFYJFRTWJ
FKKTWIFGQJHTQN[NSLUWTYTY^UJ
'QTHPHMFNSѣXUWTRNXJTKIJHJSYWFQNXFYNTSMFXFQWJFI^XMT\SNYXNRUFHYNS
YMJFWYRFWPJY\NYMYMJ3+9GTTR9MNXJYMTXTKUJJWYTUJJWRFWPJYFHHJXX
FSIWJRT[NSLYWZXYNSHJSYWFQNXJIFZYMTWNYNJXNXYMJ\F[JTKYMJKZYZWJFSI
ownHaus is leading the charge in the housing market.
Creating a digital currency and distributing it to residents as they continue
YTQN[JNST\S-FZXHTRRZSNYNJXFQQT\XKTWHFUNYFQYTGJWFNXJIG^YMJ
HTRRZSNY^KTWYMJHTRRZSNY^9MJFGNQNY^YTZXJT\S-FZXYTPJSXYTHFXM
TZYTKYMJX^XYJRTWRT[JYTFS^T\S-FZXFWTZSIYMJ<TWQITKKJWXܫJ]NGNQNY^
unseen in the housing systems we are subject to today.
.SYMJXJY\T\JJPX\J\NQQQJYTZWNRFLNSFYNTSXWZS\NQIYTZSIJWXYFSI
HTSHJUYZFQNXJFSIX^SYMJXNXJF<TWQITKXTHNFQMTZXNSLLJSZNSJQ^WZSG^
NYXNSMFGNYFSYXKTWNYXNSMFGNYFSYX<J\NQQJ]YWFHYFQQYMJ[FQZJ\JHFSLJY
TZYTKFIJHJSYWFQNXJIMTZXNSLX^XYJRYMFYHFSGJNRUQJRJSYJI\TWQI\NIJ
GWJFPNSLIT\SMTZXNSLXHMJRJXYMFYMF[JFQWJFI^FHHTRUQNXMJIYMNXFSI
re-imagine them utilising Blockchain.
.SYMJ[NJ\TKJ[TQ[NSLHTSYJSY\MJSIJ[JQTUNSLYMJT\S-FZXIJXNLS
HTSHJUY\JFNRYT[NXZFQQ^J]UWJXXYMJJRJWLNSL\TWPYMWTZLMNSKTLWFUMNHX
INFLWFRXFSIHTQQFLJX\MNHMHFSQFYJWGJTKZXJYTTZWHTQQFGTWFYTWX
)JHJSYWFQNXFYNTSNXYMJ\F[JTKYMJKZYZWJFSIT\S-FZXNXQJFINSLYMJ\F^
NSYMJXTHNFQMTZXNSLXJHYTW9MNXUWTOJHY\NQQJ]UQTWJYMJUTYJSYNFQTKYMNX
LWTZSIGWJFPNSLX^XYJRYTNYXKZQQJ]YJSY G^GWFNSXYTWRNSLFSIINXHZXXNSL
J]YJSXN[JQ^\J\NQQZXJGQZJXP^YMNSPNSLYTNRFLNSJYMNXSJ\<TWQI

The ownHAUS founding model: As a
crowfunded housing model, ownHaus
removes the burden on homeowners
to pay interests on top of their loan
repayments to banks or mortgage
providers. This disintermediation also
removes the commitment to abide
G^YWFINYNTSFQܪSFSHNFQNSXYNYZYNTSXѣ
rules to repay the cost of a property
within the lifetime of one homeowner.
Housing can be affordable when its
UWNHJNXܪSFSHJIT[JWYMJQNKJYNRJ
of the building instead, and charges
one only what they need, as they
use it. Value is transferred from
the real estate to the blockchain
tokens issued to backers. The tokens
increase in value from being traded
on the market and from the growth
of the ownHaus brand; residents can
eventually redeem their investments
through bonuses.
Designing great combined houses:
The crowdfunding model eliminates
the conventional differentiation
between revenue-generating
FWJFXFSISTSUWTܪYFGQJFWJFXNS
housing design. Shared circulation
areas, for instance, can be more
XNLSNܪHFSYYTFHHTRRTIFYJRTWJ

Where
would
ownHAUS
reside?

communal facilities and spaces for
social interaction. Flexible use and
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ownHaus tokens solidify a
global digitised real estate
community providing co-owned
HTܪSFSHJIHTQQJHYN[JQN[NSLFSI
its accommodation design prototype can be applied anywhere
in the world!
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ownership network.

Alan
Turing Park

ownhaus
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With the tokens as a store of value
instead of the homes, they can
RT[JRTWJKWJJQ^\NYMNST\S-FZXѣ
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Train
Station

private and shared spaces as their
circumstances require. Beyond the
privately-owned living, residents can
enjoy shared workspaces, gardens,
communal kitchens, guest bedrooms
to accommodate visitors, and more.
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*]NXYNSLXTHNFQ
housing system vs.
ownHaus system.
7JTWNJSYNSLKZSINSL
based on creating
pleasant spaces
WFYMJWYMFSUWTܪY
FQQT\XKTWFWFINHFQ
XMNKYNSUWNTWNYNJX

Existing Social
Housing System
Creating bubbles of
demographics

&WHMNYJHYZWJITJXSTYWJܫJHY
goals for growth and prosperity

No long-term
commitments

Segregated cities
creating wider issues
of distrust, lack of
community etc.

Squeezing money
out of all aspects of
housing
Little/ low quality
communal space

Value based on
rentable space

Low quality housing

Life determined by
architecture, no social
mobility

Not caring about
upkeep, building
deterioration

ownHaus Social
Housing System

10 for 50 / spaces
reserved for lowincome people

Varied apartment
typologies

Jobs servicing
the scheme

Neighbours help
each other

Low-income people
FWJSѣYXYZHPNSFQT\
income world

Traditional housing
KZSINSLX^XYJRX[X
T\S-FZXKZSINSL
system. Based on
INLNYFQHZWWJSH^NYNX
HWJFYNSLYMJܫJ]NGNQNY^
TKWJSYNSL\NYMYMJ
FXXJYFHHZRZQFYNTSTK
a mortgage.

· Conceptual Framework ·

-TZXNSLKTWUWTܪY

Diverse, De-segregated
community

Value based on
pleasant spaces, rather
than rentable space

Public facing
amenities

Mortgage

Rent

Flexibility
Not attached to location

Money
accumulates asset
Location
determining
aspects of
your life

Money being
wasted, no asset
accumulation

Architecture creates
ZS\JQHTRNSLKJJQNSLITJXSѣY
invite long-term

1FHPTKܫJ]NGNQNY^
Being attached
to location due to
investments made

ownHaus
Funding
Money paid
accumulates crypto
tokens

Flexibility, detatched
from location or unit

Digital currency,
independent of
location or unit

ownHaus
massing

SEMI-PUBLIC AND
PRIVATE SPACES

The overall mass
follows the curve
of River Medlock.
The four main wings
of the building are
arranged around a
pond in the central
courtyard. Each
level is connected by

Nursery

Students

Young
professionals

Elderly

Small families

Big/
extended
families

large terraces that
can accommodate
communal amenities.
The diagram on
the right-hand
side highlights the
proposed public
amenities on the
LWTZSIFSIܪWXYܫTTWX
such as restaurants,

PUBLIC SPACES

study/learning rooms,
gym and restaurant,
which aim to create a
dynamic space for the

Restaurant

4KܪHJX

Playground

Study
rooms

ownHaus residents
and the surrounding
community to enjoy.
Also highlighted on the
same diagram are the
proposed initial units
KWTRYMJXJHTSIܫTTW
upwards for different
user groups, which
can be increased or

Gym

Allotments

decreased based on
their needs. Each
residential level also
has green spaces
shared spaces that
encourage interaction
and outdoor activities
for all the ownHaus
residents.

Courtyard

Café

E-bike charging
stations and storage

<JMF[JHWJFYJIFWFSLJTKRTIZQJX
YMFY\TZQIGJFGQJYTܪYYTLJYMJW
NSYTZSNYXNSFS^HTSܪLZWFYNTSFSI
ultimately turn into a great combined

Gym

Laundry

Living
Space

house. The modules are central to
the design approach as it provides
FSJSIQJXXSZRGJWTKXUFHJXXTYMFY
T\S-FZXHFSGJFUUQNJIYTFS^XNYJ
in any country.
9MJWJFWJF[FXYSZRGJWTKRTIZQJX
that provide privacy and some that
encourage community connectivity.

Nursery

Bedroom +
Workspace

Big
Kitchen

Small
Kitchen

7FSLNSLKWTRPNYHMJSXYTQN[NSL
FWJFXL^RXYTSZWXJWNJXT\S-FZX
RTIZQJXHFSGJYFNQTWJIKTWFS^
situation depending on the users.
This modular approach was based
TSYMJSJJIKTWܫJ]NGNQNY^\NYMNS

Urban
Farming

YMJIJXNLSFX\JQQFXFKTHZXTS
connecting spaces and activities.

Library

Bathroom

Storage

Multi-generational Family Unit

an Farming Unit
Urban

Small Family Unit

Student Cluster

Elderly and Young Person Unit (Large)

Elderly and Young Person Unit (Small)

Young Professional Unit

Playground

ABOUT

Each year the MSA Live
KTWRJWQ^*[JSYXUWTLWFRRJ
unites M Arch. year 01 with
B Arch. year 01 and 02 and
21FSI&WHMNSRN]JI
year teams to undertake live
UWTOJHYX\NYMJ]YJWSFQUFWYSJWX
to create social impact.

LIVE PROJECTS

All MSA Live projects are
live. A live project is where an
educational organisation and
FSJ]YJWSFQUFWYSJWIJ[JQTUF
GWNJKYNRJXHFQJFSITZYHTRJ
KTWYMJNWRZYZFQGJSJܪY

SOCIAL IMPACT

All MSA Live projects have
social impact. Social impact
NXYMJJKKJHYFSTWLFSN_FYNTSѣX
actions have on the well-being
TKFHTRRZSNY^4ZWFLJSIFX
FWJXJYG^TZWJ]YJWSFQ
collaborators.

EXTERNAL PARTNERS

MSA LIVE projects work with
RFS^TWLFSNXFYNTSXHMFWNYNJX
HTRRZSNY^LWTZUXXTHNFQ
JSYJWUWNXJXHTRRZSNY^
NSYJWJXYHTRUFSNJX
WJXJFWHMJWXUWFHYNYNTSJWXFSI
educators.

STUDENT-LED

4ZW28&RFXYJWXXYZIJSYX
take the lead in the project
HTSHJUYNTSGWNJKIJ[JQTURJSY
IJQN[JW^FSIHTTWINSFYNTSTK
FXRFQQUWTOJHY4YMJWHTMTWYX
OTNSKTWFSJ[JSYKZQ\JJPX
TKFHYN[NYNJXFYYMJJSITKYMJ
academic year.

KNOWLEDGE TRANSFER

Working in teams within
and across year groups
FSIHTZWXJX 28&XYZIJSYX
participate in peer to
UJJWQJFWSNSL.SFIINYNTS
HTQQFGTWFYTWXUFWYNHNUFSYX
and students engage in
YMJYWFSXKJWTKYFSLNGQJFSI
NSYJQQJHYZFQUWTUJWY^J]UJWYNXJ
learning and skills.

LARGE SCALE

9MNX^JFWFUUWT]NRFYJQ^
XYZIJSYXKWTRHTMTWYXNS
28&\NQQ\TWPTSUWTOJHYX
with partners.

QUESTIONS

+TWVZJXYNTSXFGTZY28&1N[J
21 contact MSA Live Lead:
Becky Sobell:
b.sobell@mmu.ac.uk

BLOG

live.msa.ac.uk/2021

SOCIAL

#MSALive21
@TheMSArch
@MLA_TheMSArch

WEBSITE

www.msa.ac.uk

